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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS T~~sT-AuG~~NTATIoN CYCLES FOR TURBOJET _ ._
ENGINES

By BRUCET. LU~DIX ::: .—

SUMMARY

The results of analytical 8tudie8 of tail-pipe-burning, water-
injectwn, and bleedo$ methods oj thrust augmentation are
presented that proride an insight into the operating characfer-
Mics oj these augmentation methods and sunanawize the per-
formance that may be obtained when applied to a typical
turbojet engine. A brief description of the principles of oper-
afion ~f each augmenfafii)n method is giren, fogether with
curre.s that illustrate the e#ects oj the principal design and
operating rariables of fhe augmentation sysfem on the fhru8t
and fhe liquid concwmpfion of the engine.

The necessity of designing tail-pipe burners wifh a lou~
burner-inlef re[ocdy, a low burner drag, and a high di~user
e~ciency in order to obfain a. high thrust augmentatwn and to
minimize fhe loss in engine performance during tionbuming
operation is illustrated. The ratio oj augmented to normal
thrust produced by a typical fai[-pipe burner at sea-lere[
altitude increased wifh $ight Mach number from a ralue of
nearly 1.5 af a Mach number oj O to orer 3.0 at a Mach number
of 2’.0 and decreased with. increasing alfit ude for supersonic

$ighf Mach numbers.

Water injection is considered for iwjecfion into the com-
pressor inlet and for injection into the engine combustion
chambers. With w@cient water injection into the compressor
inlet fo saturate the air at the compressor outlef, fhe ratio of
augmented to normal fhrust at sea lerel increased from 1.4 at
a Mach number q~ O to nearly 2.6 at a Mach number of 2.0.
The injection of wafer info the combustion chambers of an
engine having compressor characteristics typical of an am’al-

jfow compressor prouided slightly less thrust augmentation thun
the compressor-inlet-injec fion method and the speinjfc liquid
consumption ws about twice as great.

The thrust augmentation prouided by fhe bleedo~ method t.cas
the highest of fhe three mefhods sfudied for engines with com-
pres~or characteristics typical of eifher centrifugal- or axial-
jlou~ compressors. The matimum augmented thrust at a $ight
Mach. number of O and sea-lerel altifude -for fhe centrifugal-
flow-type engine, which was somewhat higher than for the axial-

jfow-type engine, was abwt 23 times the normal thrust of the
engine. This thrust augmentation was, hwerwl obtained at
the expense oj a high rate of liquid consumption and required
that st~ichimnefric combustion be maintained in the engine
comb udion chambers.

INTRODUCTION

Methods of increasing the thrust of twb’ojet engines for
short periods of time are of importance iii increasing the
effectiveness of this type of aircraft power phmt. Thrust-
augment at ion methods find principal application in improving
both the take-off and climb characteristics of jet.-propelled
aircraft, as well as the combat and the high+peed performance
of many military aircraft. Three different methods of thrust
augmentation that are of current interest and that have
been the subject. of recent ana.1ytica.1 and experimental
irrrestigat ions are tail-pipe burning, water or rater-alcohol
injection, and bleedoff. In order to obtain a.n insight into
the operating characteristics of these three thrust-
augment ation methock, an .rmalytical study of the perform-
ance of each met ~od was made at the NACA Lewis labora-
tory during 19$$”~fid the results are presented herein.

The three methods of thrust augmentation are treated
separately ancl are appIied to turbojet engines having com-
ponent efficiencies and operating conditions thai are repre-
sentative of those’in current use. A brief description of the
principles of operation of each augmentation method is given,
together with curves that illustrate the effects of the principal
design and operating variables of the augmentation system
on the thrust and liquid consumption of the engine. I?or the
tail-pipe-burning method of thrust. augmentation, particular
attention is given to the effect of the burner-design parameters ._.-
on both augme@ed- and nornd-engine performance.
The variation of erigk:~: performance with flight conditions is
presented for a representative burner design. Two methods
of water injection are com~idered: injection into the coLu-
pressor inlet., and injection into the combustion chambers
of the engine. For each method, the au=~entecl-engin~. __
performance is presented for a range of injected water-air
ratios and for several typical flighi conditions. The perform-
ance of the bleedoff cycle of thrust. augmentation is investi-
gateed for a tide range of bleedoff flow rates for zero-ram,
sea-level flight conclit ions; results are presented for engines
having both constant- and variable-area e.shaust nozzles and
with compressor characteristics typical of both axial- and”
centrifuged-fl ow compressors.

A continuation of this study in which the performance of
various thrust-augmentation methods are compared on the
basis of airplane performance for several flight conditions is
presented in reference 1. ,
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in the analysis and in the
presentation of the results:

tail-pipe-burner drag coefficient, defined as drop in
total pressure across burner due to friction divided by
burner-inlet dynamic head

exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient, de.ilncd as ratio of
actual to theoretical jet velocity

net thrust, (Ib)
over-alI fuel-air ratio
acceleration of gravity, (ft/sec2)
flight~~~c~ n~~ber

compressor speed, (rPm)
total pressure, (lb/sq ft)
static pressure, (lb/sq ft)
gas constant, (ft-lb/(lb)(Olt))
total temperature, (“R)
static temperature, (“R)
veIocity, (ft+wc)
engine & flow, (lb/see)
ratio of speciik heats
adiabatic tail - pipe - burner - inlet cliffuser efficiency,

+g~’’[(w-’].___...-.. ..-—; (vi?–v,~
d

p2 %_ ~:()Eadiabatic compressor efficiency,
T, ~

0
——
T,

-f-l
p, T_l

adiabatic engine-inlet diffuser efficiency, ()Fo
~ MZ

2

Sfation o

Combusf;on
Compressor-, chamber- ~

I !
I t

! I

adiabatic turbine efficiency,

Ts

()
1– —

Td
‘r-1

p, ?()1- —
P,

compressor-inlet total temperature, T1
standard NACA t-emDerature at sea Ievei, 518.4° R.
effective temperature of fluid passing through com-

pressor

Subscripts:

0 free stream
1 compressor inlet
2 compressor outlet
4 tirbine inlet
5 turbine outlet
6 tail-pipe-burner inlet
7 tail-pipe-burner outlet
8 exhaus~nozzle outclet
a augmented engine

j exhaust jet expanded to atmosphere
n normal engine

TAIL-PIPE BURNING

ANALYSIS

The tail-pipe-burning method of thrust augmentation, or
afterburning as it is sometimes designated, consists of intro-
ducing and burning fuel between the turbine and the exhaust
nozzle of the engine. The increased temperature of the
exhaust gases thus produced results in an incrwwo in ihc jc L
velocity and hence an increase in the thrust. ~ schmmat ic
diagram of a turbojet engine equipped for tail-pipe burning
is shown in figure 1. Because the velocity of the gases in tho
tail-pipe burner must be sufficiently low to avoid cxcessivc
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FIGUXEI.-Schematic diagramof turbojetengineequip@d for tail-pipeburning.
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pressure losses and to insure satisfactory combustion, a
difluser is provided between the turbine outlet and the tail-
pipe-burner inlet. Fuel is injected into the tail-pipe burner
upstream of flame holders that provide the sta=guation
regions and the turbulence necessary for combustion. A
suitable length of taiI pipe is provided downstream of the
flame holdere to permit completion of combustion before
reaching the wxhaust nozzle. The exhaust nozzle must. be of
the variable-area type, either two-position or continuously
variable, in order to provide for operation under both non-
burning and augmented conditions. A more detailed dis-
cussion of the tail-pipe-burning method of thrust augmenta-
tion, together \\ith a generalized method of the analyzis of
the cycle, is presented in reference 2.

The net. thrust of the engine F, which is equal to the change
in momentum of the gases passing through the engine, may
be expressed as

The ratio of the augmented net thrust
thrust-, which is herein designated the
ratio, may be written as

F. _ I“”j,=(l+jf=) – T’o
z– 1’>,.(1 +f.) – T“,

to the normal net
augmented thrust

(2)

The values of the effective jet -relocity T-J for both the
augment ed and the normal engine were determined by COD-
vent ional step-by-et ep calculations through each of the
engine components. For subsonic flight. speeck, an engine-
inlet diffuser efficiency q. of O.91 -was assumed; for supersonic
speeds, tottd-pressure ratio recovery factors PJPO of 0.95,
0.93, and 0.88 were assumed for flight Jlach munbera of 1.0,
1.5, and 2.0, respectively. The compressor pressure ratio
was taken as A.O at sea-level altitude ancl a flight 31ach
number of O. For other flight, conditions, the pressure ratio
was variecl to meet- the condition of constant work input per
pound of ctir. The compressor efficiency q, was assumed to
be 0.80 and the turbine efficiency q, was assumed to be 0.85.
A pressure 10SSin the primary-engine combustion chambers
of 0.03 of the total pressure at the compressor outlet was
usecl in all the calculations. Both the augmented and normal
engines were considered to be operating at a constant turbine-
inlet temperature TA of 2000° R. Because a constant
turbine-inlet temperature is assumed, it is implied that. the
exhaust-nozzle area is adjusted to the proper value at. all
operating conditions. The normal engine was assumed to
have no tail-pipe pressure losses; that is, the e.shaust-nozzle-
irdet total pressure -was assumed equal to the turbine-outlet
total pressure. The tail-pipe burner is considered as a
constant -area cluct in which the o-rer-aII pressure drop is the
sum of the friction and momentum pressure drops; the friction
pressure drop between the turbine outlet and the e.fiaust-
nozzle inlet was det erminecl from the kmrner-idet diffuser
efl~ciency and the burner drag coefficient, as preciously
defined, and the momentum pressure clrop in the tail-pipe
burner was calculated from considerations of the change h

momentmn of the gases due to combustion. The e.xhaust-
nozzle velocity coefficient C, -was assumed to be 0.975 for =”
both the augmented and normal engines. ~ combustion
efficiency of 0.95 was used in the calcuhLt ions of fuel flow to ,
both the primary combustion chambers and the tail-pipe
burner. Dissociation was also considered in the calculations
of fuel flow to the tail-pipe burner.

Calculations were made to determine the effect of tail-pipe-
burner-outlet gas temperature T7, turbine-outlet velocity
J“s, burner-inlet velocity T“h,burner-inIet diffuser et%ciency

m, and bw~er drag coefficient C’~on the performance of the
engine under both augmented and unaugmented conditions.
For each set of calculations, one of these variables was
systematically varied -iWe all the others were held constant.
at the foIIowing reference yaIues:

‘3X1-pipe-burner-outIet gas temperature, Tz, “R-------------- 380CI __

Turbine-outlet velocity, 1“5, ft/see -------------------------- 750
Tail-pipe-burner-inlet velocity, T-6, ft/sec----_---------___--- 430
Tail-pipe-burner-inlet diffuser efficiency, qb-------------_---- O. 80

Tail-pipe-burner drag coefficient, Cd------------------------ 1.0

RESULTS AND DIS(WSSION

Tail-pipe-burner-outlet texuperature.-’lle tiect of the
ta.iI-pipe-burner-outlet temperature on the augmented tluwst
ratio is shown in figure 2 for a range of burner-inlet velocities
from 200 to 750 feek per second. These results are for sea- ~__
level altitude and a fligght llach number of O. The turbine-
outlet temperature associated with the 20000 R inlet tem-
perature and the assumed vaIues of compressor pressure ratio
and efficiency (that is, compressor work) is 17300 R and is
indicated in figure 2 by the verticaI dashed boundary Iine at
this value of burner-outlek temperature.

/Kx I } I “r’’’lwt

1.0

.9
M(W 2GU7 2400 2&’~ 32W 3600 4cXX7

TaiEp@e-burner- wfkf feqoerature, ‘R
. .

FiGCEE2.—Varietionof rmgmentedthrustratioobkfned by teil-pipeburningwith tail-pipe-
burmr-outlet temperaturefor various trd-piwburner-frdet wbxities. Turbine-outlet
-re!dty, 750feetpersecond;td-piw-bumer-fdet ditfuserefEcieney,O.S@td-pipe-burner
dregeoe~cient,M:fl.khtMach number, O;e.kitucie,S%Ilevel.
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The augmented thrust ratio increases with increase in
burner-outlet temperature as a result of the accompanying
increase in jet velocity ancl decreases with incrertse in burner-
inIet velocity because of increased friction and momentum
pressure drop across the burner. The performance -with
neither friction nor momentum pressure losses in the tail-
pipe burner, which is an idealized case of a burner-inlet
velocity of O, is included for comparison as the upper dashed
curve. For burner-inlet velocities below about 700 feet per
second, a maximum burner-outkt temperature of slightly lCSS
than 40000 R is reached when the ove.r-all engine fuel-air
ratio is stoichiometric. At high burner-inlet velocities, the
maximum burner-outlet temperatures that can be reached
without affecting the engine operating conditions are limited
by thermal choking. At a burner-outlet temperature of
3800° R and a bui%er-inlet velocity tif 400 feet per second,
the augmented thrust ratio is 1.47. The VWIUSSof augmented
thrust ratio of less than 1.0 at a gas temperature of 1730° R
represent a loss in unaugmented-engige performance due to
the pressure losses in both the tail-pipe-burner-inlet diffuser
and in the tail-pipe burner itself. The effect of the various
burner-design parameters on this loss in unaugmented
performance, as well as on the augmented-engine petiorm-
ance, is illustrated in greater detail in subsequent figures.

Turbine-outlet velocity and diffuser efficiency,-The aug-
mented thrust ratio is plotted against the turbine-outlet
velocity in figure 3 for a burner-outIet temperature of

%i!+.
$
%

1
ii
$

FIGURE3.-Variation of augmentedthrustratioobtainedby taff-pipeburnfngwith turbmo.
outlet velooity for varioustail-pipe-burner-inletdftfrraaefficienciesfor unaugmentedand
augmentedopcretion. Tail-piwburner-fnletveIocity, 400feetperSecondtail-pif.wburner
dragcoeflicimt,1,~ flightMach number,~ altitude,sealevel.

3800° R and diffuser efikiencies of 1.0, 0.8, and 0.6. A
similar set of curves is included for a gas temperature of
17300 R in order to illustrrtte the performance at nonburn-
ing or ummgmented conditions.

For a diffuser efficiency of 1.0, both the augmented and
unaugmented thrust remain constant, with change in
turbine-outlet veIocity: for the more realistic vaIues of diffuser

efficiency, however, the performance. progressively decrca e
with increased turbine-outlet velocity and dccrcwscd diflusc
ef%ciency. For wampk, with a diffusm cfk:iency of 0.8,
an increase in the turbine-outlet velocity from 750 t.o 1200
feet per second results in about a 3-pwccnL decrease in
thrust for augmented operation and about u 2-pwcent. de-
crease in unaugmented thrust. With a cliffuser cfllcicncy
of 0.6, the adverse effects of increased turb ine-outkt. wdocit y
are even greater.

These results illustrate the desirability of designing tho
turbojet engine with a low turbine-outlet. wlocit.y in order
to obtain Klgh thrust augmentation and to minimizo pen-
alties arising from pressure losses in the tail-pipe burner
during gonburning operation. Alternatively, if tb.c mginc
has a high turbine-outlet velocity, every efforL should be
made to obtain a high diffuser efficiency,

Burner-inlet velocity and drag coefficient,--J1l tlgurc 4,
the augmented thrust. ratio is plotted against- the bumm-
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FIGURE4.–Variationof augmentedthrustratioobtainedby tmil-plIxIsrsrnfngwith [M.I’I[pc-
brsrnerinietvelocity for variow tail-pfpc-burnerdrag coetllcicnkifor unrtrsgmcntedsnri
augmentedo~ration. ‘hrbinwutlet ~’elocfty,75fJfret parsecond;Ldl.pipe-hurncr-btlct
dilluscretlicfency,0.S0;RightMach number,O;altitude,sealevel.

inlet velocity for a range of burmr drag cocf%cienis find for
burner-cmtJet gas tcmpera~ures of 3800° and 1730° R. An
increase ‘in the burner-inkt. velocity rcsu]ts in a Con..idcrnbk
decrease in the augmented thrust ratio for all values of
burner drag coefficient for augment-cd opwnt ion and for the
higher vahms of drag coefficients for nonburning opmat ion.
The greater effect of burner-inlet velocity on augmented
operation than on nonburning operation is due to the fret.
that for, augmented operation, the pressure losses in thr
burner are the result of both the burner friction and thc
moment urn change of the gases, whwerts for nontmruing
operation, only the friction pressure drop occurs. h mighl.
be expected, the augmented thrust ratio is compttrnt.ivciy
unaffected by an increase in the burner drt-g coefficient at
low burner-inlet velocities, but at the higher velocit its, the
adverse effects of a high drag coefficient are of significant
magnitude. For example} at an inlet velocity of 600 feet
per second, an increase in the drag coefficient. from 1.0 to
3.0 reduces the mqgment~d thrust, ratio from 1.33 to 1.0!3
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for augmented operation and from 0.95 to 0.82 for the non-
burning condition. At. 400 feet per second, which may be
com~idered tI desirable design -due for the burner-inlet
-relocity, the loss in performance is only about 40 percent
of that at 600 feet per second and, for a drag coefficient of
1.0, provides an augmented thrust ratio of 1.47 for aug-
mented operation and 0.97 for unaugmented operation.

.Although a low drag coefficient. is advantageous for maxi-
mum thrust, some drag is necessary for satisfactory combus-
tion, particularly for high-altitude operation. .1 low burner-
inlei velocity may therefore be desirable t-o compensate for
a high burner drag coefficient and to obtain both a high
thrust augmentation ancl to minimize the loss of unaugment ecl
or nonburning thrust.. In addition, a low inlet veIocity may
S.lSObe required for satisfactory combustion efficiency and
stability. .A reduction in the burner-inlet v-elocity, however,
requires an increase in the diameter of the burner that may
often be limited by aircraft-instaIlat.ion considerations.

Effect of fright condit.ions,-’l’he effect of flight Jfach
number on the augmented thrust ratio is shown in figure 5
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FIGrRE ii.-Variation of normalthrnct ratio and augmentedthrustratio obtained by taff-
pipe bnrning with fight Mach nnrnber. Tnrbmntlet wlocity, 750feet per second;
raif-pipe-burner-inletvelocity,400feetperseconmtall-pip&bnrner-inletdMrssr efficiency,
MIXtafI-pipe-bucnerdragcaeflkient,1.0.

for altitudes of both sea level and 35,000 feet. hduded for
reference are curves of the normal thrust ratio, where this
thrust ratio is equal to the thrust of the normal-engine con-
figuration divided by the thrust obt ained at sea-level a{tit ucle
and a flight llach number of O. The augmented-thrust
curves of this figure are based on the performance of a tail-

pipe burner having the same design ancl operating variables
as were used for the reference ~alues in the previous figures.

.Additiont-tl calculations for other than these values of tail-
pipe-burner parameters at several flight speeds indicated that,
in general, the effect of the various burner-design parameters
on the augmented thrust ratio is slightly greater at low flight
speeds and somewhat less at supersonic speeds than they are”
at a flight speed of O.

For both altitudes considered, the thrust of the normal
engine decreases slightly as the fight llach number is first
increased and then increases as the flight speed is increased
above a flight. lkich number of about O.5. This variation
of thrust with ilight Ilach number is the result of the com-
bined effects of changing air flow, pressure ratio, propulsive
efficiency, and inlet diffuser efficiency that. accompany the
changes in flight lf ach number. The thrust at. an altitude
of 35,000 feet is from 55 to 60 percent lower than at sea level, ““
principally because of the decreased air densit.yat high altitude.

The augmented thrust ratio, shown by the upper curves
of figure 5, increases considerably with increase in fight llach
number but is not greatly affected by altitude for subsonic
Jhch numbers. For sea-level altitude, the augmented thrust
ratio increases from nedy 1.5 at a XIach number of O, to 2.0
at. a llach number of 1.0, and to o~er 3.0 at. a llach number
of 2.0. .At a flight J1ach number of 2.0, increasing the alti-
tude to 35,OOOfeet decreases the augmented thrust ratio to
about 2.5.

The corresponding speciiic fue~ consumption for both the
normal and augmented engines are shown plot ted against
the flight klach number in figure 6 for ahitudes of sea le-rel
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and 35,OOO feet. The specific fuel consumption of tj~e
augmented engine increases with an increase in flight speed
up to a Mach number of about 0.8 and then decreases with
further increase in flight speed. Foi the nor.irml engine,
however, the specific fuel consumption increases continuously
with increased flight speed I&roughout the range of speeds
presented. The increase in specific fuel consumption due to
operation of the tail-pipe burner above that of the normal
engine therefore becomes reduced as the flight speed is in-
creased. For example, at sea-level altitude, the augmented
specific fuel consump tion varies from 2.2 times th”e ctir-”
responding normal fucd consumption at a Mach number. of
O to about 1.4. times the normal consumption at a Mach
number of 2.o. At an altitmdc of 35,OOOfeet, the augmented
specific fuel consumption is about 17 percent lower than at
sea level at subsonic flight speeds and about 12 percent lower
at high supersonic flight speeds.

Unaugmented performance at cruise engine operation,—
The results presented in figures 2 td 6 are, as previously
indicated, for a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R and
thus may be considered reprmcntative of engine operation at
maximum rated conditions. In order to detelmiile the effect
of the. tail-pipe-burner installation on the unaugmented-
engine performance at cruise conditions, addit iomd calcula-
tions were made based on” cmgine conditions typical of
reduced-speed operation a,t a thrust of about 70 percent of
the rated value. These calculations indicated that the
thrust 10SSCS.caused by the t.ail-pipe burner at cruise condit-
ions for flight hfach numbers in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 arc
within 1 percentage point of those illustrated in figures 2 to 4..
for rated-engine conditions. This small change in the effect of
burner pressure losses with change in engine operating ccsn-
ditions is a res.uIt of the counterac.til~-effects of a decreased
burner pressure drop at cruise conditions because of the
reduced burner-inlet velocity and an increased influence of a
given burner pressure droy on.. !l~e jet velocity when the
exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio is small (qs exists for reduced-
thrust engine operation).

WATER INJECTION AT COMPRESSOR INLET

ANALYSIS

The effect of water injection at the compressor inlet of
an engine may be illustrated by a schematic plot of typical
compressor characteristics, as shown in figure 7. In figure 7,
the compressor pressure ratio is plotted against the com-
pressor air ffow for two values of the corrected compressor
speed ~/& where ~ is the actual rotor speed and 13etfis
an effective temperature of the fluid passing through the
compressor. The evaporation of the injec~ed liquid extracts
heat from the air and thus reduces the temperature of the
fluid passing through the compressor below that of the dry-
compression process. For constant compressor speed iV,
the decrease in the fluid temperature (?C,tmused by this
evaporation of the injected liquid results in an increase in
the corrected compressor speed N/ll~p As indicated in””
figure 7, this increase in corrected compressor speed tends
to increase the compressor air flow, wltic.h, together with
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he injected water, increases tho total mass flow. In ardor
to pass t~ increased mm.s flow through the lurbinc nozzh~sj
he turbine-inlet pressure must be increased with t11~result
jhat the equilibrium running condition bel.wcen the turbine
mcl the- compressor is obtained at a higher pressure mtio.
IXe change from normal to augmented operation of the
mgine may thus bo represented in figure 7 as a shift fron]
]oint 1 to point 2. .This incremc in both [ho tiomprrssor
wessure ratio and the air flow is rcflcc tml.. t hroughou t. the
mgine as an increase in both the total mass fiow and the
xhaust-nmzlc pressure ratio, both of which inrrcase the
hrust produced.

As in the ana]ysis of the ttiil-llipe-~Jllrtlillg nletllod of
,hrust augmentation, the compressor cflkienry was assunwd
o be 0.80, the turbine dliciency was assumw] to be 0.S5,
mcl the t urbine-irde t tempera t,urc wws mainhl i1)cd coIIst wIL
;t 2000° .R. A compressor pressure rwtio of 4.0 was ttlso
ssumed for the normal engine at sea-lewd nitif,udc and a

light M@ number of O. For all augmented conditions, m
rell as for the normal engine gt otlwr flight spocds and a lt.i-
udes, the compressor -work input was maintained constanL
,t the value corresponding to (htlt. of k normal engine at
he condition of sea-level aItit.ude and a flight Jiarh mltnkr
‘f O. Other necessary assurnpt ions of inlet difTuser el%-
iency, comb[lstion-cl]fimb(~r pressure drop, and exhnusL-
lozzle veIocit.y coefficient were also the same as for tll~
ail-pipe-b urning analysis. In addi t ion, nn ambient rclatiw
mmiclity of 50 percent was assumed for all cases considered.
Phe thermodynamic propcrtiw of W working [Iuirf for W
wrious operating conditions were ob t.ained from cu rvcs
nwent ed in reference 3.

The compressor performance for & wr+comprcssion proc-
‘ss was determined in accordamw with L.IWmc[hods dc-
wloped and described in reference 3. These methods ul-
Folved the evaluation of the tmnpwaturc rind the water
ontxmt of the saturated. mktur~ at the compressor in]eL
rom a psychometric chart that was developed for wide
anges of pressure and t.empcr~turo con[li f.ion~. T’hc pc*r-
mmarice of the mechanical part of the wet-comprc.ssicm
Irocess ~~’as then determined from a 31ollicr dittgram for
aturatecl air tlhat was spccifica.lly prcparwl for this applim-
ion and t,ha~ is similar in principal to t.hc familittr ~1ollirr
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diagram for steam. By using initial conditions corresportd-
ing to the saturation temperature and water cent ent. at the
compressor idet., the compression process vms traced on this
diagram for the assumed values of compressor work and
adiabatic efficiency; the pressure and the temperature at the
end of the wet-compression process were read directIy from
the diagram. For conditions where the injected water was
completely evaporated before the end of the compression
process, the compressor performance was calculated by as-
suming that, the process conaistecl of two steps: (1) comprw-
sion of the wet mixture as previously discussed; and (2)
adiabatic compression of the gas mixture ca.lcuIated according
to the usual thermod.mamic relations. Tfis procedure for
determining the compressor performance with injection is,
in effect, equivalent to the evaluation of a new effective fluid
temperature dc{ffor the compressor and hence the cletermina-
tion of the pressure ratio associated with the increased com-
pressor corrected speed, as illustrated by point 2 of figure 7.
The increase in total mass flow for the augmented condition
was then cahmIatecl from consideration of the flow through
the constant-area turbine nozzIes for the assumed turbine-
irdet temperature and the turbine-inleh pressures correspond-
ing to the various compressor-outlet. pressures. ~%h the
compressor-outlet. conditions and the mass flow through the
engine thus determined, the performance of the compIete
engine was caIcuIat ed by conventional analysis of the per-
formance of the other engine components.

The fuel flow for all augmented conditions was considered
to be the same as for normal-engine operation. Although
an increased quantity of fueI is required to provide the addi-
tional energy for vaporization of the injected viat er, a prac-
ticaI means of pro-riding this extra fuel has been found to be
the addition of aIcohol to the injected mat w. By using the
proper mixture of water and a.IcohoI, augmented operation
may therefore be obtained with the same primary fuel flow
as used in normal operation with resulting simplification of
operational procedures. Insofar as the thrust augmentation
is concerned, the, thrust. producecI has also been founcl to be
relati~eIy unaffected by the amount. of alcohol in the in-
jected mixture. The values of thrust au=gmentat ion pre-
sented herein for water injection are therefore considered
appIimbIe to either water injection alone or to the mkt ures
of water and alcohoI that are of practical interest; ~alues of
total liquid consumption are, howe=rer, applicable only to the
mixtures of water and alcohol that permit operation with
the same fuel flow as normal operation.

The variation in the compressor pressure ratio, the air
flow, and the augment ecl thrust ratio with injected water-
air rat io are shown in figure 8. These resuhs are all for
conditions of sea-Ie~el a.Itit ude and a tilght, Jlach number
of O; to ikstrat e the effect of inlet-air temperature, cmes
are shown for h~.4C.4 st andarcI air by the solid lines and for
hmy summer air (40° F higher than ~ACA standard air] by
the dashed Iines. As the wat er-air ratio is increased from 0,
the condition of saturation of the air at the compressor
inIet is first reached, which is indicated by the triangles on

956646—3149

FIGURES.—Variationof compressorpres+mreretie,airflow, snd augmentedtfrru?.?ratiowith
water-airratiofor injectionat mmpreasorfrdetforNACA stardard airmd ArmYsnmmer
rifr. FIfghtMach number,O;rrftitude,sealeveI.

the curves. Further increases in the water-air ratio result
in satuation of the air at some point during the mechanical-
compression process until sat urat,ion occurs at the compressor
outlet, -which is indicated by the circIes on the cur-r.=.

b pre~ioudy discussed, the cooling effect of the e-rapo-
rating water results in a cent inuous increase in both the
compressor pressure rat io and the compressor air flow up to
the point of saturation at. the compressor outIet. .&t the
point of saturation of the compressor-inlet air, the changes
in compressor performance, ancI hence the thrust augmenta-
tion produced, are very small because the inlet air can
evaporate only a. smaII amount of water at these fIight con-
ditions. For saturation at the compressor outIet., however,
the water-air ratio for hT~C~ standard air is about 0.048,
which procIuces an increase in pressure ratio from the normal
value of 4.o up to 4.9 ancl an associated increase in air flow
of about 15 percent. Nthough the actual magnitude of
both the pressure ratio and the air flow is lower at the higher
air temperature, the percentage increase in both these
variabIes with increasing mater-air ratio is greater than for
h~AC.A standard air and the concIition of saturation at the
compressor outIet occurs at. a higher -ivater-air ratio. The
augmented thrust ratio, shown in the upper part of the
figure, increases continuously \tith increased water-air ratio
and, for saturation at the compressor outlet., reaches a vaIue
of slightIy o-rer 1.40 for li~_t!tC-&stancIarcl air and a value of
1.50 for Army summer air. Although tho augmented thrust.
ratio is greater for the higher air temperature, the actual
augment ed thrust produced is Io-wer because of the lo~;er
normal thrust. for this condition.

..... .

.—

-.
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These. water-air ratios are the ideal ratios for therm-
odynamic equilibrium between the air and the water through-
out the compression process. The water-air ratios required
in actual operation have been found to be somewhat higher
than these. ideaI values and, unlike the other thrust-
augmentation methods considered herein, the computed values
of thrust augmentation me somewhat optimistic compared
with actual experience. Although the cause of this departure
of the actual process from the ideal one is not completely
unders hood, a lack of equilibrium between the air and the
water and increased losses in the compressor due to the
presence of the water are probably contributing factors.

The eflect of injected water-air ratio on the augmented
~hrust ratio is further illust.rated in figure 9 for several.

F-A Sfffuru+;an 0+ compi&90r inlet
o So +w-ation .ot comm-esso- ou+let.

2.6

2.4

2?2

o
z

~ L6

<

1.4

1.2

l.(?O
.02 .04 .06 278 ./0 .{2

inJ.eCfed wo fer-ffir rafic)

FIGURE9.—Varfat1onof augmentedthrust ratio with water-airratio for injectionat eom-
presaorinlet at variousflight I%faehnumbersand altitudeswith NACA standardair.

flight llach numbers and for altitudes .of sea level and 35,OOO
feet. For these calculations, ambient conditions correspond-
ing to NAOA standard air were used. The salient characterist-
ic of these curves is the large increase in both the augmented
thrust ratio for a given water-air ratio and in the water-air
ratio at which saturation at the compressor outlet is reached
with an increase in flight Nlach number. For example, at
sea-level aItitucle, the augmented thrust ratio for cornprcssor-
outlet saturation increases from a vaIue of 1.4 at a
flight hlach numbiiia of 0. up to nearly 2.6 at a flight hlach
number of 2.0 with an attendant increase in the water-air
ratio from 0.048 to 0.115. For saturation at the compressor

outlet, the thrust augmentation at an ah i(udo of 35,000
feet id.ightly over 0.5 times. as great as at. sm level and 1110
required water-air ratios arc shout 0.7 times as Iargr.
Although the thrust augmentation provided by snt uration
of the inlet air is insigniflca.nt at a fiighL Jf arh nurnhcr of .0,
an appreciab~c amount of water may bc cvaporittwl nhcm.1
of the compressor at high Jfach numbers and Inrgc incrcascs
in thrust may be thus obt sine.d.

The specific liquid consumption (inchulhg both htjcctwl
water and fuel flow) is plotted in figuro 10 tts a function of Ihe
injected water-air rfitio for the sttmc range of flight conditions
as in figure 9. For all flight conditions, the spwifrr liquid
consumption increases ahnost linearly with inject. ccl wuter-air
ratio, incrctises with fiigh t kitich lNmhL!f’, atld dccrcfiscs as
the altitude is incrcascd, For sea-lewd tilt.it ude, the specific
liquid consumption for conditions of suturalion ULt.hc corn.
presser outlet increases from 3.2 to 8.8 pounds per hour per
pound of thrust as the flight klach number is incrca~ed from O
to 2.o. At theso maximum watt’r-air ratios, inrrmsing tho
altitude to 35,OOOfeet decreases the specific lic~uid consump-
tion about 30 percent for the range of fiigh~ sprcds prcscntcd.
These values of specific liquid consumption at sm-level al-
titude are .2.9 and 5.2 times the spccifio fuel consmnption of
the normal engine for flight Nfach numhcvs of O wnd 2.0,
respectively.

o .02 .04 .06 .06 ,10 .Ir?
Injected wu fer-crir ra fio

~IGuRELO.-Varistionof speeificliquid consumptionwith water-rdrrat[o for injeetkorat
compressmfnletforvariousflightMncllnumbersandaltitudcewith N.4CA stmkrdski
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WATER INJECTION INTO COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

AXALYSIS

The effect of water injection into the combustion chambers
on the engine operatigg conditions may also be ilktrated by
reference to a ~.ypical compressor-characteristic curve, m
shown in figure 11. In this figure, the reIation between the
compressor pressure ratio and the compressor air flow is
shown for one compressor speed and the surge limit of the
compressor is represented by the dashed Iine. Point 1 is
considered as the normal-engine opemt ing point.

,
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e
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Compressor oir flow

FH-RE 11.—TypicaI mmpressorcbsracteristiesillnssrrdfngeffeet of water injection into
engineoombustjonchambereon mmpressa o~mtfng point.

For conditions of choked flow through the turbine nozzIes
with a constant turbine-inlet temperature, the tot.aI mass flow
through the engine is dependent only on the turbine-inlet
pressure (neglecting the Iess-important effects of the thermo-
dynamic properties of the fluid). Because of this Iimitrttion
on the tot d mass flow, the injection of Iiquids into tb e com-
bustion chambers tends b decrease the air flow through the
compressor. This decrease in air flow-, however, is accom-
panied by a simultaneous increase in the compressor pressure
ratio! as ikstrated by the compressor-characteristic curve of
figure 11. Because the corrected compressor speed is con-
stant, the new compressor operating condition may be repres-
ented by point 2 on the curve. This increase in pressure
ratio, in turn, permits an increase in the totaI mass flow
through the turbine tith the rmdt that a new- equilibrium
running point of the engine having a lower compressor air
flow, a higher compressor pressure ratio, and a higher total
mass flow is obtained. The thrust augmentation produced
therefore depends on the operating charact erist.ics of the com-
pressor and is a result of both the increased totaI mass flow
and the higher jet veIocity provided by the increased pressure
ratio. In addition to these effects, the increased gas constant
and specific heat of the water-air m&t ures also contribute, to
a smrdler degree, to an increase in the turbine-outlet pressure
and hence in the jet velocity. From the diagram of figure 1I,
it is obvious that the amount of water that may be injected
wiII be Iimit ed by compressor surge.

The analysis of the combustion-chamber-injection method
of thrust. augmentation is based on a compressor having the
characteristics dlust rated in figure 12. These characteristics
were established in a somewhat arbitrary-manner frow the
test resuk of a fulk.tale compressor but are considered typical
of current a-sial-tlow compressors. The use of comimstion-
chamber injection with a compressor having an essentially

flat- characteristic, such as tlmt of current centrifugal-flow
compressors, is not considered of practical interest.
because of the very limited obtainable increase in pressure
ratio, and hence in engine thrust. Because alI engine - .-G
operation is considered to be at a constant compressor speed
AT,the corrected speed ATI>G for -rarious flight conditions is
inversely proportions.I to the square root of the compressor- -
irdet temperature. The five constant-speed curves of
figure 12, varying in the vaIue of i$’~lfi from 100 percent to
74.6 percent of the rated vaIue, thus represent the compressor
operating line for flight >Iach numbers of O, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
.2.0 at sea leveI, respectively. The pressure rtitio of this
compressor was set at a -wdue of 4.0 for normal operation at
sea-Ievel altitude and a flight Jfach number of O to be con-
sistent with the other thrust-augment at ion methods con-
sidered. The normaI-engine operating line for a constant
turbbe-tiet temperature and for flight at VSIMOUS Mach ._--”

numbers was established from considerations of equilibrium-
,.”.
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flow conditions between the compressor and the turbine.
This operation at constant turbine-inlet temperature for a
range of fhght speeds (or corrected compressor speecls) may,
of course, require the use of a variabIe-area exhaust nozzle.

In addition to the assumption of this compressor character-
istic, a compressor efficiency of 0.80, a turbine efficiency of
0-85, and a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R were
assumed. This assumption of constant compressor efficiency
requires that. the compressor -work per pound of air, and hence
the compressor slip factor, be varied as the operating point of
the compressor is varied rdong a constant corrected-speed_ __
line. Based on a study of the actual charactel~stics of _
several axiaI-flovr compressors, this assumption of constant
eficiency is considered to be a fairIy accurate idealization of
actual performance for the range of operating conditions
involved in the anaIysis. Conversely, a sfight reduction in
efllciency is normally encountered when the correct ecl com-
pressor speed is reduced from the design value; the error
introduced in the comput ecl thrust augment at ion at. the
various flight speeds considered by the assumption of a
constant efficiency is, however, small because both the
augmented and normal thrust are affected by the compressor ... .——
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efficiency in about the same. manner. Other assumptions of
inlet-diffuser efl?i,ciency~combustion-chamber pressure drop,
and exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient were also the same as
for the oihw thrust-augmentation cyc-ies previously pre-
sented. For- e~ch flight condition and hence_ each com-
pressor opc.rat ing line of intcres.t, the equilibrium running
point between the compressor and the turbine was. de-
termined for various injection rates. by graphicdy super-
imposing the compressor- and the turbine-flow’. .charact er-
ist ice. By using the compressor pressure ratio and air flow
thus determined, the performance of the complete cycle was
computed using conventional thermodynamic methods of
analysis. As for the calculations of compressor-inlet injec-
tion, the fuel fiow was considered to be the same as for normal-
engine opcra~ion and the thermodynamic properties of the
mixture passing through the. turbine and the exhaust nozzle
were obtained from the &ta pres&t.ed in ref &&ce 3,

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The variation of the compressor pressure ratio, the air flow,
the totxd mass. flow, and the wwmented thrust ratio with. .
injected water-air r~ t.io are shown in figure 13.

●

The simul-

W.w m 13.—Variationof eomprossorpressureratio.airflow,totalmassflow,andaugmeutcd
thrust ratio with water-ahratio for injectioninto enginewmbustion chambers. F1ight
Mach number,O;altitude,sealevel.

taneous increase in Lhe pressure ratio and the decrease in the
air flow resulting from the assumed compressor c.hara.cteristics
are shown by the two lower cmwes. The assumed compressor
surge line limits the injection rate to a watw=ftir ratio of
about 0.16, at which point the pressure ratio has increased
to 4.65 and the air flow has decreased to about 95 percent

of the normal value. The tohd mass flow through 1he
engine, which is equal to the sum of the air flow, t.lw fuel
flow, and the injcctcd water, incrcascs from a norm~l vduc
of about 1.018 times t.hc air flow to a maximum value of 1.12
times ille normal air flow, or an inmmsc of 10 pcr~wnt. TIN
augmenk’d thrust. ratio resulting from thww cha ngcs in
pressure rat io ttnd mass flow inereascs almost Iinearly with
increased water-air ratio and rrarhw a vahw of 1.32 at. the
assumed compressor surge point..

The thrust augmcnt?t.ion providuci by comi~ustion-
cha.mber injection is shown in figure 14 for U ramge of flight
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FIGURE14.–Varfnfionof asrgmcn[edthrustratio, wrdcr-rdrrat!o, nnd spccifloUquldas-
sumptionwith tlightMachnumberforcombnat[on-chambermideornpresaor-fnlctlnjtwllrnr
at eea-leyelaltltude. C.ombustion-chemlx?rinjectionforsurge-lfmltcdmmfmxsoropora.
tiersand compressor-inletinjectionfor eduratlossat comprc.swroutkt.

ilaeh numbers at sea-ievel ultitude; performflnm of tlic~
compressor-inlet-inject ion method is included for com phrison.
The water-air ratios and t.hr specific Iiquidcommmption
associated with each of these two methods of i~ljcct ion ww
shown in the upper part of the figure. For each fiigh~ llacfl
number, the iuj ection rit the comprmsor inlet wus assun-ud
sufficient to saturfftv the air at. the compressor ouilvt tifltl

the injection into the combustion chmnlwrs was taken m [Iw
limiting value at. the compressor surge point. Alt bough
engine operation at the compressor surge point is rccognizrd
as being a.n impractical mode of opcmtion, tkc rwndts mrc
presented on this basis in or[icr to illust.rate, for LIWassumed
compressor, the limiting or maximum vahlcs of thrus~
augmentation obtainable.

.-
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The augmented thrust ratio obtained by combustion-
chmnber injection rapidly increases with flight. Alach number
and reaches a v-a.lue of about 2.40 at a ilight 31ach number
of 2.0. For the range of fight. speeds considered, these values
of augmented thrust ratio are from 6 to 1.2percent Iower than
those obtained by injection at the compressor idet.. The
water-air ratios for combustion-chamber injection ako in-
crease with increased flight speed and reach a -raIue of about
0;28 at a llach number of 2.0. These water-air ratios are
about 3 times as great as for com-presser-inlet injection at- Iow
flight speeds and about 2.5 times as great at high flight speeds.
Because of the difference in augmented air flows for the two
rnethocls, however, the actuaI water-injection rates are
roughIy twice as grea~ for the combustion-chamber-injection
method as for the compressor-inlet-injection method.

The specific liquid consumption for combustion-chamber
inject ion increases from a value of about 5 pounds per hour
per pound of thrust at. a flight lfach number of O to about.
15 pounds per hour per pound of thrust at a Ilach number
of 2.0. ~ These vaIues of spectic liquid consumption am 2.4
and 1.7 times as great as for compressor-inlet injection and
about 7.0 and 8.9 times the specific fuel consumption o’f the
normaI engine for flight Xlach numbers of O and 2.0, respec-
tively.

BLEEDOFF

AXALYSIS

In the bIeedoff cycle of thrust augmentation, the seconda~T
combustion or dilution air, which is normally required to
prevent the turbine-inlet temperature from exceeding per-
missible values, is bIed off from the combustion chambers

(or compressor outIet.) and ducted to an auxiliary combustion
chamber where it is burned to a high temperature and dis-
charged thro~~h a.n audiary exhaust nozzIe. TI& air that-
is bled off is replaced with water that vaporizes in the com-
bustion chamber and passes through the turbine as steam.
Thus, in essence, the dihtion air is repIaced with steam and
at. the same time a high-pressure air suppIy for an auxiliary
jet is made available. The injection of water into the com-
pressor hdet, as pre-i-iously cliscnssed, is also considered as a
part. of the bleedoff cycIe of operation in orcler to t ake advan-
tage of the increased compressor pressure ratio and air flow
obtained by this method- A schematic diagram of a turboje~
engine equipped for thrust augmentation by the bleedoff
method is presented in figure 15. Thk bleedoff engine may

be considered as consisting of two main components, the
normal turbojet engine, which is fitted with n.bleedoff mani-
foId and the necessary water-injection nozzIes, and an aux~~
iary engine that consists essentia.ily of the ausiliary combus-
tion chamber and exhaust- nozzle. For convenience of terrni-
noIogy, the turbojet-engine component shall be desiguat ed
the primary engine and the ausiliary combustion chamber
and its exhaust nozzIe shalI be designated the secondary
e~w~e. .-4shut-off vaIve is provided in the clucting connect-
ing these two engines, which is maintained in the open posi-
tion for bleedoff operation and may be closed to return the
engine to normal operat ing conditions.

The anrd@s of the bleectoff cycIe of thrust augment atiori”
was made for two different. types of compressor characteris-
tic. One of these characteristics was similar to that of the
typical a.sia.I-flow compressor assumed for the combustion-
chamber-inject.ion anaIysis and the other m-as typical of
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current centrifugal-flow compressors. These two chmacter-
istics, together with the assumed surge limits, are illustrated
in figure 16. The partictdar values .of pressure ratio and
air flow shown in this figure will be dkcussed in a subsequent
paragraph. For convenience in terminology, engines having
these two types of compressor shall be denoted M the axial-
flow and centrifugal-flow engines.
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FKXrRE16.—Compreseoroimmoteristicsassumedfor analysisof thrust augmentationby
blwdotL Water-okratioof eompmsmr-hrletisrjsetion,O.OXratedcompressorspeed; flight
Maahnumber,~ altitude,sealevel.

For each type of engine, several modes of operation are
possible depending on the manner in which the area of the
exhaust nozzle on the primary engine is permitted to vary.
For the present analysis, the performance of both the axial:
and centrifugal-flow engines was determined for both a
constant- and a variable-area exhaust nozzle. For the case
of the variable-area nozzle, tlm mea was selected as the value
that provided the kwgcst combined thrust of the primary and
secondary engine for a given total liquid consumption or,
conversely, the minimum liquid consumption for a given
totaI thrust, This mode of operation shall be considered as
occurring with an optimum-area exhaust nozzle. In ad-
dition to the preceding four cases, results are also presented
for a variation of the exhaust-nozzle s.rea that provides a
constant compressor air flow, and hence constant pressure
ratio} for all conditions of bleecloff operation. This operation
at a single compressor operating point, which shall be
designated the constmt air-flow case, is considered of interest
because the results will be. applicable to engines having any
type of compressor characteris~ic.

For the axial-flow engine, the compressor efficiency was
resumed to be constant at a value of 0.80, which, as previously
discussed in connection with the combustion-chamber-
injection analysis, results in Rvariation of the compressor slip
t%ctor, tm.d hence, in the compressor work, as the operating
point of the compressor is wwied. For the centrifugal-flow
engine, however, the compressor efficiency was aksumed to
be. 0.80 onIy at the point of zero bleedoff and for all other
conditions was varied to satisfy conditions of constant sIip
factor. This assumption of constant efficiency for the axial-
flow compressor and constant slip factor for the cent.rifugt-d-
flow compressor was based on a study of the. actual charac-
teristics of severaI typicaI compressors ‘and is considered to
be a fairly accurati ideaIizat.ion of the characteristics of each
type of compressor over the range of operating conditions

invoIvwl in the prment anaIysis. For idl crdcula [ions, [he
turbin~ efficiency was assumed to be 0.85 ml the turbinc-
inlet, ternpe.rature was maintained constant at. 20000 R.
The injection rate at the compressor inlet WM assumed to
be sufficient to maintain a constant- wtiter-air ratio of 0.03,
except for one example in which iL was increased sufhient[y
to obtain saturated air at. the compressor outlet. The fuel
flow to, the primary engine was obt~incd for the vnrious
combustion-chtimber water-air ratios and temporat uro rises
from the charts of reference 4. The secondary-engine furl-
air ratio was assumed to be stoichiomctric for nll com.iit ions
presented and the effects of dissociation were considered in
the det~rminat ion of the outlet gas tempcmtmc. ‘f’hc com-
bustion efficiency of both the primary and secomla~ engines
was assumed to be 0.95. The pressure loss in the bIccdofl
duct,ing was taken the same as the pressure drop in the pri-
mary combustion chambers; that. is, the tot.td pressure al
the seconds.~-engine inlet was the sume as the 1urbinr-inlet
pressure; The velocity coefficient of both the constant-
and vm%bIe-area exhaust nozzles on the primary cnginr,
as well” as the exhaust. nozz]e of [he secondtiry engine, vms
assumed to be 0.975. The maintenance of thwo assumed
operating conditions implies that [ha proper size of CXIMUSL
nozzle is provided on the secondary engine for the spccifiml
flow conditions at evely operating point. All calculations
were made for a flight hfach number of O and sen-hw?l alt i-
tude. -

The compressor pressure rat io and the compressor mass

flowfor injection at the compressor inlet were first determined
by the compressor-inlet-injection analysis previously pre-
sented; by using these values as thu normal opcrat ing point
of tke compressor, the ddrcd compressor-chmwt eristic Iim

to be used for various bhmdofl’ and comlmst ion-&w nbcr-
inject.ion rates was drawn through this point. For an inlr[,
injection of a water-air ratio of 0.03, the prcssuro ratio is
4.65 and the eom]iressor mass flow (air flow plus inlet watw
inj ec.ticm) is about 1.15 times the normal flir flow. As
illustrated in figure 16, this operating point is common to
both compressor characteristics. The range of air flow and
pressure ratio illustrated by the intent of Lhc lines in figure
16 represents the range of compressor operating conditions
accomp-a.nying the range of bleedoff and wfitw-injtction m t us
covered by the analysis.

lrarious values of bleedoff flow and coml)~lst.ior~-cll~~rl~b(’r-
injection rates were then assumed (requiring vuririt ions ili
the exhaust-nozzle mea) and, for cm+ pair of wducs, tlw
relatiom between f,urbine-inle~ pressure (also comprcssor-
outlet pressure) and compressor nmss flow was csttildish(xl
from tlmffow conditions through the choked turbine nozzles.
This relation between compressor-outlet pressure am! maw
flow based on the turbine chttriu’terisLics was suprrimpmwd
on the desired compressor characteristics; [hc equilibrium
engine tijera.ting condition for th u assumed blcwlofl m]d
water-injection ffows was detmmincd by [he intersect.iou of
the” twa. curves. .Tlw compressor work, tlw t urbino work,
and hence the turbitm-outlet conditions and h primmy-
engine tl~rust., as. weII as the seccndary-enginu thrus[., wcro
computed by conventional thmnodynamic methods of
analysis.
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The preceding method was repeated for wide ranges of
both bleedoff flow and combustion-chamber-injection rate
and! for e~ch case, both the various pararnet ers of engine
performs.nw and the primary-engine e.xhaust-nozzIe size were
determined. Plots of the engine-performance variables
against ec&mvst-nozzIe size were then made from which
cross plots for either the constant-area nozzle or the desired
type of area variation could be made. The constant-area
exhaust, nozzle was, of course, of the same area as for norrmd
or unaugmented engine operation. A check calculation was
also made, which indicated thah the e.xhaust.-nozzIe area for
inlet. injection aIone at a vrat er-air ratio of 0.03 was also the
same as for normal operation. The results of the present
bleedoff analysis at the- point of zero bleedoff therefore cnr-
reepond with the resuha of the inlet-injection analysis pre-
viously present ed at a water-air ratio of 0.03.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

BleedoiY and water-injection rates,—The reIation between
the bleedoff-flo-w rate and the water-injection rate into the
primary-engine combustion chambers for both the a.sia~-
and cent rifugal-flow-type engines is shown in figure 1.7.
Both the bleecloff flow and the injection rate are presented
as a ratio of the flow rate to the air fIow of the normal, or
unaugmented engine, and shaIl be designated the water-
injection ratio and bleedoff-fl ow ratio, respectively. For
the constant-area. eshmst nozzle, presented in figure 17(a),
the required -water-injection rate increases ahnost linearIy
with an increase in bleedoff flow for both the a.xhd- and
cent rif uga~-flow-type engines. The amount of water injec-
tion required, however, is considerably greater for the
centrifugal-flow engine than for the axial-flow engine with
about 0.6 pound of water required to replace each pound of
bleedoff air for the centrifugal-flow engine as compared to
ordy 0.4 pound of mater per pouncl of air for the axia.I-flow
engine. For both engines, the masirnum operable bleedoff
flow is reached when the fuel-air ratio in the primary-engine
combustion chamber becomes stoichiometric. These maxi-
mum bIeedoff-flow ratios, shown by the end points of the
curves, are about 0.48 ancl 0.65 for the centrifugal- and
axiaI-flow engines, respect iveIy.

The performance with the optimum-area exhaust nozzIe for
each type of engine, as weII as the condition of constant air
flow, is presented in figure 17(b). The variation in the
efiaust-nozzle area for each case is also included in the
upper part of the figure. T7ith the optimum-area exhaust
nozzIe, the relation between the bleedoff-flow rate and the
water-injection rate is similar for both types of engine, with
somewhat. lower bleecloff flows being obtained with the
centrifugal-fIow engine than tit h the axial-flow engine. lTith
both types of engine, a considerable amount- of air can be
bIecI off without. injection into the combustion chambers
(with increases in the exhaust-nozzle area), representing the
opt imum conditions of minimum liquid consumption. A
further increase in thrust, however, requires water injection
with the amount. increasing in approximate ely clirect. propor-
tion ta the bIeedoff fIow, as illustrated by the rising portion
of the curves. & the maximum bleecloff-flow ratios of 0.5

for the centrifugal-flow engine and 0.57 for the axial-flow
engine, the fuel-air ratio in the primary-engine combustion
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ehnmber becomes stoichiomet.ric. Further increases in
thrust are, however, possilde by reducing the bleedoff flow
to provide the primary engine with more air and making up
the resulting decrease in secondary-engine thrust by increas-
ing the water injection in the primary engine, as ilhstrat.ed
by the uppermost portion of the curves. This decrease in
bleedoff flow and increased injection rate shifts the. com-
pressoroperatingpoint to higher pressure ratios until the
limiting condition of compressor surge is reached at a bleedoff-
ffow ratio of 0.39 for the centrifuga.I-ffow engine and 0.23 for
the axia.I-flow engine. At this limiting condition, approxi-
mately 0.85 pound of water is required for each pound of air
that is bled off for the centrifugal-flow engine and about 1.60
pounds of water per pound of air are required for the axial-
ffow engine, The apparent anomaly of the optimum-mea
nozzle requiring greater water-injection rates than the
constant-area nozzle (see fig. 17(a)) for a. given bleedoff-
flow ratio in the region of high l.deedoff flows is explained by
the correspondingly greater thrust provided by the. primary
engine under these conditions, as will be illustrated later.

For the case of constant compressor air flow, about 0.75
pound of water is required to replace. each pound of blecdoff
air. Because both the compressor air flow and the turbine-
inlet pressure and temperature are constant for this condi-
tion, the replacement of water for air in the primary com-
bustion chambers differs from a direct 1:1 ratio ordy
because of the changing thermodynamic properties of the
mixture passing through the turbine. The maximum
bleedoff-flow’ ratio for these conditions, which occurs at
stoichiornet,ric fuel-air ratio, is about 0.415.

The variation in size of the optimum-area exhaust nozzle,
shown in the upper part of the figure, is within about 10
percent of either side of the normal area for both types of
engine over the range of operable bleedoff flows. During
the phase of bleedoff without water injection, a.n increase in
the nozzle size is necessary” to prevent an increase in the
turbine-inlet temperature. with an increase in water in-
jection accompanying the increased bleedoff, however, the
nozzle size is decreased beaause both the turbine-inlet
pressure is increased and the pressure drop across the turbine
is decreased by the water injection. For the constant-air-
flow condition, the exhaust-nozzle mea decreases almost
IinearIy with increased bIeedoff flow and reaches a value of
about 0.95 times the normaI area at the maximum operable
bleedoff flow. This variation in nozzle area is a resuIt of the
decrease in both exhaust mass flow and turbine pressure
ratio caused by the changing thermodynamic properties of
tho working fluid.

Performance of primary engine,—The variation of both
the totaI liquid flow and the thrust of the primary engine
with bleedofl flow is presented in figures 18(a~ and 18(b) for
the constant- and variable-area exhaust nozzles, respectively.
For all operating conditions presented, the total liquid flow
exhibits characteristics very similar to those of the combustion-
charnber-injection flow illustrated in figure 17 because the
other liquid ffows involved (fuel flow and inlet-injection flow)
are approximate ely consta:nt and of relatively sma.lhw magni-
tude. At zero bleedoff flow, the liquid flow is about 5.8 per-
cent of the normal-engine air flow, which consists of the

engine fuel flow and the cornpressor-inlet injwt ion. For th~

constant-area exhaust nozzles (fig. 18(a)), the liquid flow in-
creases almost linearly with increased blccdoff fhnv a nd rcrtchrti
values of approximately 39 and 30 percenL of the normal air
flow at the maximum I.ieedoff conditions for the ccnt,rifugtd-
and axial-flow engines, respectively. Thr maximum liquid
flows for the optimum-mm exhaust X1OZZ1M(fig. 18(L)) arc

Ii.
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Flight Mach number,O;altitude,soalevel.
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41 and 46 percent. of the nornd air ffow for the centrifugal-
and asial-ffow engines, respectively, at which condition the
primary-engine combustion chambers are operating stoichio-
metricdly tiud the compressors are operating at the surge
Iimih.

The primary-engine thrust with the constant-area exhaust
nozzle (upper part of fig. 1f3(a)) decreases approximately
IinearIy as the bleedofi flow is increased for the axiaI-flow
engine and is nearly constant for the cent.rifugaI-flow engine.
For the axitd-flow engine, the thrust varies from 1.28 times
the normaI thrust at zero bleedoff (effect of inIet injection
done) to about 0.75 times the normal thrust at the maximum
ldeedoff-flow ratio of 0-65. In spite of this decrease in
primary-engine thrust, the utilization of the bled air in the
secondary engine results in an increasing tots.I thrust output.,
as will be illustrated later. The much larger reduction in
thrust with bleedoff flow for the a.tial-flow engine than for the
centrifugal-flow engine is a direct result of a shift in the
operating point} of the a.xiid-flow compressor to lower pressure
ratios as the bleedoff flow is increased, as compared with the
approximately constant pressure-ratio charact erist.ics of the
centrifugal-flow compressor. The resulting reduction in
turbine-iiet pressure tends to. reduce the engine thrust by
the combined effects of the reduced pressure itself, a lower
mass flow through the turbine, and an increase in the work
per pound of fluid that must. be extracted by the turbine.

For the optimum-area eshaust nozzIe (Ilg. 18(%)), the
thrust of both the centrifugal- and axial-flow engine cIecreases
very rapidly with increased bIeedoff flow in the region of low
bIeedoff and zero water injection because of the at.t encIant
decrease in mass flow and turbine-outlet. pressure, as pre-
viously discussed. Although these vaIues of thrust with the
optimum-area esham=t nozzle are lower than with the
constant-area nozzle (fig. 18(a)) in the region of Iow L)leedoff
flows, they will be subsequently shown to be superior oper-
ating conditions. For bleedoff-ffow ratios greater than
about 0.3 (fig. 18(b)], the thrust of both engines increases
slightIy -with increased bleedoff flow because the air that is
bled off is ahnost exactly replaced by the water injection and
the higher values of the gas constant and specfic heat of
the -water-air mixture passing through the turbine resuIts
in a slight increase in the turbine-outlet pressure. After
stoichiometric combustion is reached in the primary com-
bustion chamber (at the ma.xhnum bIeedoff-fto-w ratios), the
thrust increases very rapidly because the bIeedoff flow is
decreasing and the water injection is increasing, both of
which increase the total mass flow through the engine.

For the constant--air-flow condition, the thrust increases
slightly ~~ith increased bleedoff flow because of the decrease
in the turbine pressure ratio, and hence the increase in the
t.urbine-outIet pressure and jet -reIocity, as previously
discussed.

Performance of secondary engine.-The thrust and the
totaI liquid (fuel) flo-rr of the secondary engine is shown for
the same range of bleedoff flows in figure 19 for the axial-
and centrifugal-flow engines and for the constant- a.ndvariable-
area eshaust nozzles. Because - the secondary engine
was assumed to be operating at stoichiometric fuel-air ratio,
the liquid-flow curve is simply a straight line with a slope of
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aboub 0.068. The thrust increases approximately linearly
with bleed off flow at about the same rate for all the -mrious
engine and exhaust.-nozzde types considered and varies from O
at. zero bleedoff to a ma-ximum value of 1.3 times the thrust.
of thenormal engine at. the ma-xinmmbleedoff-flowratio of 0.65
(axial-flow engine with Constant-area exhaust nozzle). “”
For bIeedoff-ffow ratios of slightly less than 0.5, the seconda.ry-
engine thrust is the same as the normal-engine thrust. ~he
somewhat. smaIIer thrust per pound of bleedoff floiv for” the ‘=
a.xiaI-flow engine as compared with the cenhi.fugaI-flow -
engine is a result of the lower compressor-outIet pressure of
the axial-flow engine at high bleedoff flows and hence knver
inlet pressure to the seconda~ engine.

.—
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Performance of compIete engine.—The performance of the
complete tmgine is shown in figure 20 as a plot of the aug-
mented thrust ratio against the augmented liquid ratio (ratio
of total liquid flow to. norrnql fuel flow). ” An auxili~ry
abscissa scale of the ratio of total liquid flow to normal-
eugine air fIow is included. for reference. Five curves arc
shown in this figure, which represent the performance of
both the centrifuga.I- and axial-flow engines, each with con-
stant- and optimum-area exhaust nozzles, and the case of
constant compressor air flow. The specific liquid consump-
tion, which is equal to the augmented liquid ratio divided by
the augmented thrust ratio times the normal specific. fuel
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consumption of t.l~e engine, is shown .by the straight lines
superimposed on the thrust curves. The occurrence of
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio in the prima.ry-~ne combust-
ion chamber and of compressor swrge are also noted where-
ever a.pplica.bIe by the circle and triangle symbols, respec-
tively. The square symbol represents the condition of suffi-
cient injection a.t the comprc~sor ‘inlet .to saturate the air at
the compressor outlct for the constant-air-flow case. The
condition of zero bleedoff is represented by the point where
all five curves became cohcident at an augmented thrust
ratio of 1.28 and an augmefited liquid ratio of 3.30.

For. all five cases considered, thti augmcntcil t h!ys} ratios
at a giten augmented liquid ratio are of tibouL the stimc
magnitude and, ~cept in the region of mnximurn liquid
ratios with optimum-area exhaust. nozzles, increase iu .an
approximately Iinea.r manner with ttn inc:rmse in the aug-
mented liquic{ ratio above the point of zero I.dwdofl. For
augmented liquid ratios greater tlmn about 12, the nug-
mented thrust ratio is slightly higher for thl! cent.rif ugal-fiow
engine thxn for th(! a.xiftl-fiow engine for both types of exhausL
nozzle. This superior performance of the CIcntrifugal-ilow
engine, which is in opposition LO the results obtnincd by
combustion-chamber injection rtloue$ is, m prcvioudy dis-
cussed a result of the approximately const m~t.-pressurc-rnt io
characteristics of this compressor over thc opmddt! rt-mgc of
bleedoff flows M compared with ths dcc’rcascd prcssur(! ratio
of the axial-flow compressor with inrrcwscd IJlccdoff flow.
For both the centrifugal- and axirtl-flow cnginw, tllc a.ug-
menteci thrust ratios arc about. the same with both the &n-
stant- and optimum-area exhaus~ nozzles for most of tlw
opera thig range but., for the axial-flow c~~inc~ opmw[ ion nt
higher augment ed Iiquid ratios is fiossiblo with the opt imuu~-
area e~aust nozzle. Thus, for all opcr~t ing coalitions
for the centrifugal-flow ~!nginc and for a.ugnlcntui th’lusL
ratios below about .2.0 for the axial-flow engine, the usc of u
variable-area exlIaust “nozzle is of lit t.lo advan( agc; tltr
principrfl advantage of the variabio-area nozzle is thtil, for
the axial-flow engine, a higher maxi]mun wduc of thrus(.
augments Lion may be reached.

For the wxial-flow engine with t@ conskmt-arm cshmlst. ,
nozzle, the maximwn nugnwntixl thrust. ralio is slightly over
2.0 and the associated augmented liquid rat io is about 19.
With the opLimum-tu’e.a exhaust nozzle on thk cnghlc,lh

maximum augment ed thrust- rut io is slightly over 2.2 when
the augmente~-liquid ratio is about. 25. For the ccntrifugrd
flow engine, the maximum ttugmcnhd thrust. ratiok mbout
2.3 at an augmeutcd liquid ratio of nmrly 24 for IJOIII the
constant- and optimum-area cxlmust nozzles. ‘1’ho cork
dition of constant air flow, which requires n variablo-arcn
exhaust nozzle, results in engino pwforfnrmcc thut is wry
nearly the same M that of t.hc optimum-arra nozzle on the
a.xiaI-ffow engine. The mtiximum augmented t Iwust. ratio
for this co~dition of operation, whirh mn bc obt.aincd with
any type of compressor cha.racterietiq is slightly over 2.2.
A c.ompa.risen of this curve with the squaro symbol indiratw
that, at a given augmented liquid ratio, an incrmsc in the
water injection at the compressor inlet from a water-air
ratio of.O.03 to that required for stttmration at. the compressor
outlet (0.048) resulted in an inercasc of only alxml. 1 prrwnt
in the augmented thrust ratio.

At the maximum operating condition, [hc specific liquid
consumption varies from 10.5 pounds per hour pm pound
of thrust for the axial-flow engine with the cm~stant-rwrw
exhaust nozzle up to about 13 pounds per hour Iwr pound

,
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of thrust. for this engine with the optimum-area e.xha.ust
nozzle. The specific liquid consumption of this method
of thrust augmentation at the maximum operating condition
is thus from 9.5 to 11.8 times the specific fuel consumption
of the normaI engine.

The maximum -ralues of augmented thrust ratio indicated
in figure 20, which are for a flight 31ach number of O and
sea-level altitude? are considerably higher than are possible
by any of the other thrust-augmentation methods present ed.
Thus, the method of air bIeedoff pro-rides very Iarge take-off
thrust. augment alien but at the expense of high rates of
Iiquid consumption. The practical attainment- of these
high values of thrust augmentation requires, however, that
cornbust ion be maint ainecl in the engine combustion chambers
a~ high fuel-air ratios and for re~atively high rates of water
injection.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The foIlowing results were obtained from a theoretical
iuvestigat ion of the apphcation of tail-pipe-burning, water-
injection, and bleedoff methods of thrust. augmentation
to turbojet engines representat i-re of current. desigu practices
and operating conditions:

TaiI-pipe burning,—In order to obtain high thrust aug-
mentation ancI to minimize the loss in engine performance
during nonburning opw-ation arising from pressure losses
in the burner, the tail-pipe burner shoulcl ha~”e a Iovr burner-
inlet velocity, a IO-Wburner drag, arid a high diffuser efficiency
[especially for engines having a high t urbine-outlet ~elocit~).
For a typical tail-pipe-burner design, the ratio of augmented
to normaI thrust. for sea-level operation increased with fight
31ac.h number from a -ralue of nearly 1.5 at. a flight ~lach
number of O to over 3.0 at. a Jlach number of 2.0. The
thrust augmenta.t ion -was comparatively unaffected by
altitude at subsonic flight speeds but decreased appreciably
as the aItitude was increased from sea le~el to 35,000 feet
at high supersonic speeds. The total specific fuel consump-
tion for augmentec{ operation at. sea-Ievel altitucle was 2.2
times the normaI consumption at” a flight. llach number of
O ancI about 1.4 times the normcd consumption at a llrmh
number of 2.0.

Water injection.-lTith water injection into the compressor
inlet, the evaporative cool@ of the air resulted in an
increase in the corrected compressor speed and an associat ecl
increase in both the compressor pressure ratio and the air
flow. The thrust augmentation procluced increased con-
siderably with increased flight Jfach pumber and decreased
with increasing aIt itude. Tilth sui%cient water injection to
sat urate the air at the compressor outlet, the ratio of aug-
mented to normal thrust at- sea level increased horn 1.4
at. a flight llach number of O to nearIy 2.6 at a Ilach num-
ber of 2.0 \\ith an attendant increase in the mater-air ratio

from 0.048 to 0.115. The total specific liquid consumption
for these conditions of operation was 2.9 and 5.2 times the
specific fuel consumption of the nonncd engine for flight
J1ach numbers of O and 2.0, respectively. The injection of
water into the combustion chamber was shown to cause a
shift in the compressor operating point to a higher pressure ~=
ratio, which in turn increased the totaI mass flow thr&&
the turbine. The masimum thrush augmentation produced ..:
by combustion-chamber injection for an engine having com-
pressor characteristics typicaI of an a-xial-flow compressor
was dightly Iess than that obtained by compressor-inlet
injection; the specific liquid consumption -was about 2 t-hnes -
as great.

BIeedoff .—The ratio of augmented to normal thrust
obtained by the bleedoff method increased ahnost” linearly ‘-- -
with total liquid flow for both axial- and centrifugal-ff o-w-type
engines and was the highest of the three systems studied.
For the centrifugal-flow-type engine, which had a. rela.tiveIy - -‘
flat compressor characteristic, the maximum augmented
thrust at a flight A1ach number of O and sea-level altitude
was about 2.3 times the normaI thrust with either a constant-
area exhaust nozz~e or a variable-area e.ilmust nozzle
set at the optimum area. For the axial-flow engine, which
had a steep compressor-characteristic cur~e, the maximum
augment ed thrust a~ these flight conditions was slightly
over 2.0 times the norms.’l thrust with a constant-area “ex- “...
haust. rLozzIe and about. 2.2 ,times the normal thrust with a
variabIe-area eshaust nozzle (at. opt.irnum area). The total
specific Iiquid consumption at. these maximum operating
conditions was from 9.5 to 11.8 times the specific fuel consump-
tion of the nornd engine. These high -raIues of Jhrust.
augment at ion were thus obtained at the expense of -iery
high rates of Iiquid consumption and require that stoichio-
metric combustion be maintainecI in the engg”necombustion
chambers.

~E-ii-IS l?LIGHT PROPULSION ~ABORATORT,

KrATIONAL ~Dl”IsORY COMMITTEE FOR .+ EROh’AUTICS, ___
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